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Abstract. – The once more-or-less exclusively pastoral Todas of 
the Nilgiri Mountains in South India still retain vibrant beliefs in 
gods and goddesses they say once lived among them but there-
after became mountains; they tell also of ancestors who were 
once living Todas but subsequently became divinities. Beyond 
such indigenous convictions, Todas have absorbed a plethora of 
Hindu beliefs and ritual practices. Christian ideology has been 
propagated among Todas, with foreign-led Christian missionar-
ies succeeded in establishing a breakaway Toda Christian com-
munity. But notwithstanding the many divergent sources of Toda 
religious ideology, the predominant and most public display of 
Toda ritual activity (apart from among Christian Todas) still cen-
tres on their unique sacred dairying cult, despite the rapid decline 
in the importance of buffaloes in the community’s modern-day 
economic life. This, together with their exclusively Toda deities 
and culture heroes seems to suggest a unique ethnic religion, 
frequently categorized as “non-Hindu.” But demonstrably Indic 
(therefore, if only loosely, “Hindu”) principles permeate Toda 
ritual activity. Most notable are the concepts of hierarchy and 
purity and those of prescribed ritual avoidance coupled with re-
quired ritual cooperation. In sum, Toda religion – like the Toda 
community itself – is at once unique and, at the same time, thor-
oughly Indic. [South India, Nilgiri Mountains, Toda]

Anthony Walker, an Oxford-trained social anthropologist, re-
tired as Professor of Anthropology at the University of Brunei 
Darussalam in 2011 and now lives in Kandy, Sri Lanka. His peri-
patetic career has included teaching positions at the Science Uni-
versity of Malaysia in Penang, the National University of Singa-
pore, The Ohio State University, and the University of the South 
Pacific in Suva, Fiji. – He began his, still-ongoing, field studies 
with the Todas in 1962 and has also conducted long-term field 
research (since 1966) on the Tibeto-Burman speaking Lahu peo-
ples of the Yunnan-Indochina borderlands. – For his major pub-
lications on the Todas see References Cited.

The Todas believe in their Goddess Thekershi (Tö·-
kisy1). They worship Goddess Thekershi for pro-
tection during their eternal (perhaps “mortal” was 
intended) existence and they also worship God  

Ayan (Ö·n) to protect them after death. The To-
das do not observe idol worship. Todas worship 
light, fire, mountains, trees, rivers, sky, sun, and 
moon, which are believed to be the major creations 
of their Goddess Thekershi.2

1 Introduction

In his recent book “Religion. An Anthropological 
Perspective” (2015:  9), Professor Homayun  Sidky, 
my much esteemed former PhD student at The Ohio 
State University, claims: “no single definition has 
been able to capture the entire picture” of the reli-
gious phenomenon. “For this reason”, Sidky writes, 
“some argue that religion is best thought of as a 
multifaceted phenomenon with many interpenetrat-
ing dimensions as opposed to being viewed as a uni-
tary occurrence.” This indeed is my interpretation 
of religion as understood and practised by the once 
more-or-less exclusively pastoral Toda community 

 1 The orthography of Toda in this essay follows that of Mur-
ray Emeneau (1957:  19; 1984:  5–49), except that I have add-
ed hyphenation where I feel this might assist non-specialists 
with pronunciation, hence my To·r-θas and Töw-fił̣y, where 
Emeneau has To·rθas and Töwfił̣y. (Note, however, that I do 
not add hyphenation to Toda words when quoting directly – 
as I do frequently – from Emeneau’s various works. Further 
assistance with the pronunciation of Toda words rendered in 
Emeneau’s transcription can be had from Tarun Chhabra’s “A 
Guide for the Transliteration of Toda” in his 2015 book “The 
Toda Landscape,” pp. xxxvii–xliii.

 2 From the pen of Pöḷ-xe·n, son of Mut-iŝky – his name angli-
cized as Pellican (n. d.) – a member of Ka·s patriclan, first 
president of the Nilgiri Toda Uplift Society, high school grad-
uate and literate both in Tamil and English.
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Ghosts or Absence of Light? The Understanding of Shadows
A Contribution to the Understanding of the Ontogenetic and Historical

Development of the Notions about Spatial Dimensions

Georg W. Oesterdiekhoff

Abstract. – Ethnography and historical disciplines report on
different kinds of folk or premodern societies’ ideas and super-
stitions regarding shadows that are not to find among the col-
lective representations of modern, industrial societies. Shadows
were seen as material substances and as doubles of persons and
objects, as mystical beings capable to exert all kinds of magical
influences. After certain time, however, these ideas were re-
placed by the rational view that seems so self-evident to every
modern adult person. The article shows that developmental
psychology has found the same mystical ideas among children.
Only older children, due to their psychological development,
discover the rational explanation of the origin and nature of
shadows. It is argued that the strict parallel of the ontogenetic
and historical development of the understanding of shadows is
by no means an exception but reflects the same parallel con-
cerning the development of the complete understanding of na-
ture and world, physics and cosmos. Overall, developmental
psychology delivers a key to understanding the historical de-
velopment of humankind, thus forming a basis for ethnology or
cultural anthropology specifically, or the human disciplines in
general. This in former times widely demonstrated view was
replaced by the currently prevailing ideas of “cultural rela-
tivism” and “universalism of mankind” especially after 1980.
However, the empirical data do not support relativism and uni-
versalism but rather the developmental approaches of the pre-
vious generations of the human disciplines. [shadow, light,
space, physics, soul, ghost, superstition, psychological devel-
opment]

Georg W. Oesterdiekhoff, Dr. Dr. reader in sociology at the
University of Karlsruhe; previously deputy chair for sociology
at the universities of Aachen and Erlangen-Nürnberg as well as
visiting professor at the National University of Colombia. He
has written about 30 books and 220 articles; see References
Cited. Email: Oesterdiekhoff@t-online.de

Introduction

Ethnology and ethnography have been describing
for several hundred years up to now that premod-
ern societies have a different understanding of
world and nature than modern ones. It was de-
scribed that premodern, primitive, or archaic hu-
mans have a different understanding of causality,
chance, number, logic, physical entities such as
time, space, length, volume, mass, etc., and a di-
vergent worldview generally, basing on magical-
animistic and mystical pillars. The question was
raised whether these differences only concern
ideas, ideologies, theories, and worldview or
moreover beyond that the basic patterns of reason
and mind. Some authors worked out that beneath
the divergences of worldview universal patterns of
reason and mind are not identifiable, that is, the
divergences rather concern every aspect of psyche,
reason, and mind, including the most underlying
and most fundamental reasoning functions such as
causal or logical categories or basic mechanisms
such as the understanding of time and space. This
article here strengthens this position by demon-
strating that premodern humans even understand
spatial dimensions completely different as modern
humans do. This will be demonstrated regarding
the understanding of shadows, as it has been re-
ported from premodern societies.

Ethnology and ethnography have been describ-
ing that premodern humans tend to regard shad-
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ows as emanations of the objects or persons that
casts them, as ghosts or beings, and as objects of
different kinds of superstition and specific treat-
ment. These ideas are widespread right across the
whole premodern world, across the five conti-
nents, across all races and cultures, from oldest
times up to the rise of modern civilization. Al-
though different premodern cultures know differ-
ent kinds of superstitions regarding shadows, there
are common features underlying identifiable right
across the whole premodern world.

The article here uses the notions of develop-
mental psychology in order to find a scientific ex-
planation to these phenomena. Developmental
psychology found out that children’s understand-
ing of shadows goes through several stages, start-
ing from a magical-animistic one over some inter-
mediary stages to a rational and objective one, the
latter one reached with ten years roughly. Devel-
opmental psychology could show that children’s
divergent understanding of shadows does not orig-
inate in divergent ideas only but in primitive psy-
chological structures. Children simply do not un-
derstand the physical causes and geometrical rela-
tions that produce shadows. They do not under-
stand shadows as absence of light but as sub-
stances or beings. Therefore, their superstitious
ideas related originate in lower psychological
stages and structures, in shortcomings concerning
the understanding of spatial, causal, and logical di-
mensions or of simplest physical entities. Overall,
this research shows that the superstitious ideas of
the premodern world likewise root in these psy-
chological stages and are not confined to the realm
of ideas and superstitions only. Thus, highest per-
centages of premodern humans simply did not un-
derstand the physical origins of shadows, some-
thing whose understanding appears modern hu-
mans as inborn or a priori evident.

Altogether, this article supports the research that
tries to establish developmental psychology as the
fundamental theory to ethnology or cultural an-
thropology or social sciences. From 1840 to 1940
roughly, numerous authors of several human disci-
plines, including ethnology, described the far-
reaching resemblances between children and pre-
modern or primitive adults. The two main ideolo-
gies of our time, cultural relativism and universal-
ism of mind, prevailing roughly since 1980 across
continents and disciplines, object to the develop-
mentalist tradition. However, despite their tremen-
dous influence some researchers have been fol-
lowing the former theories of developmentalism,
showing the crucial role of developmental psy-
chology to ethnology specifically and human dis-

ciplines generally. A single example, it may be
that of the understanding of shadows, suffices to
evidence the resemblances between children and
premodern adults, respectively the central role of
developmental psychology to ethnology. The
scrutiny of the understanding of shadows suffices
to devastate the fundamentals of relativism and
universalism.

Developmental Psychology and Ethnology

The founders of ethnology such as E. Tylor, J.
Frazer, E. Clodd, J. Lubbock, and A. Bastian, of
sociology such as H. Spencer and A. Comte, of
psychoanalysis such as S. Freud and C. G. Jung,
and of child psychology such as Sully, Chamber-
lain, Romanes, Preyer, Hall, Wallon, Piaget, Wern-
er, Stern, Zeininger, Baldwin, Janet, and many ear-
ly representatives of several human disciplines
such as Elias, Schneider, Schultze, Vierkandt,
Brunner-Traut, Feuerbach, Frankfort, etc. de-
scribed similarities between children and premod-
ern or primitive adult humans. Especially Werner
dedicated a complete monograph to the descrip-
tion of these similarities covering the whole psy-
che and world understanding that refuted any sus-
picion the resemblances could be an error of inter-
pretation (Werner 1948; Werner and Kaplan
1948). Piaget, the doyen of developmental psy-
chology in its complete history, likewise described
the resemblances right across the whole range of
psyche and world understanding including logic,
physics, social affairs, law, politics, and religion.
He did not dedicate a whole monograph to the
subject but inserted in most of his books on child
psychology some remarks concerning the compar-
isons (Piaget 1959, 1969, 1975/VIII–X; Oester-
diekhoff 2016c).

Piaget postulated four stages of human develop-
ment, the sensorimotor, the preoperational, the
concrete operational, and the formal operational
stage. While the first three stages cover the devel-
opment of the child during his first decade, the
fourth stage concerns the human development
from 10 to 25 years of age. Humans transform
their whole psychological system, down to the ba-
sic structures of reason and logic, when advancing
from the lower to the higher stages. In fact, Piaget
came to the same result as Schultze (1900) and
Werner (1948) and already earlier Romanes
(1888) and Chamberlain (1901).

With the Piagetian “Cross-Cultural Psychology”
a new era of research was born. This branch of
psychology conducted research across hundreds of
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social milieus and ethnicities during the last 80
years, with a quantitative summit from 1960–
1990. It was found that folk societies, to use a
term of Robert Redfield, illiterate or semi-literate
peoples, traditional and archaic societies, under-
privileged milieus and smaller or greater percent-
ages of people living in developing nations estab-
lish only the preoperational or concrete opera-
tional stages or mixtures of both. They do not at-
tain the fourth stage of human development, the
formal operational stage. This concerns the whole
range of human development, including logic,
physics, social affairs, politics, law, and religion.
This empirical research confirmed the early as-
sumptions of many scholars of the late 19th and
the early 20th centuries, especially those of Piaget,
Werner, Schultze, Elias, Tylor, Frazer, Luria, and
Lévy-Bruhl. Every description regarding chil-
dren’s psychology, no matter which subject is in
focus, likewise concerns the description of mind
and reason of premodern adults. Both groups of
humans share the same patterns of mind, logic,
physics, social affairs, politics, law, and religion.1

Premodern adult humans share with children
their stages and structures (their qualitative devel-
opment) but differ in their life experience and
practical skills (their quantitative development).2
However, the role of qualitative development
overrides that of the quantitative development:
The commonalities are more relevant than the dif-
ferences (Oesterdiekhoff 2016b). “Arrested devel-
opment” is the term for the early stop of premod-
ern man. His brain and psyche are not forced and
attracted from early infancy onwards to climb on
higher stages due to the lack of modern socializa-
tion facilities, such as modern school curricula,
modern job opportunities, and further modern
achievements. If he cannot use the several sequen-
tial developmental windows, then he has not the
possibility to attain the higher stages (Oester-
diekhoff 2016a, 2015b, 2013a). For example,
young Pirãha children still can learn to draw a
straight line or to count 1, 2, and 3 or to add
1+1=2, the adult Pirãha cannot learn these simple
notions anymore, even not after 8 months of daily
schooling (Everett 2010: 180–183).

Modern socialization alone brings humans to
run through the sequential stages in order to attain

1 Dasen and Berry (1974); Dasen (1974, 1977); Hallpike
(1979); Freitag (1983); Havighurst and Neugarten (1955);
Lurija (1982); Oesterdiekhoff (2009, 2011, 2012, 2013a, b,
2015e, 2016a, c, d); Peluffo (1962, 1967); Philp and Kelly
(1974); Waddell (1968); Modgil and Modgil (1976/VIII).

2 See Hallpike (1979) and Oesterdiekhoff (2009).

the formal operational stage, which they can suc-
cessfully develop only in the second decade of
life. 50–60 % of humans living in modern soci-
eties develop substage A of formal operations on-
ly, 40–50 % also develop substage B. Humans that
develop substage B stay on developmental ages of
humans aged 15–25, those of substage A stay on
stages of humans aged 10–15. Premodern adults
that stay on the concrete operational stage exhibit
developmental ages of children aged 6–12, and
those limited to the preoperational stage do not
surmount levels of children aged 6.3

Fig. 1: Developmental Age and Developmental Stage.

Hallpike (1979) was the first to deliver a compre-
hensive theory to the data of Piagetian cross-cul-
tural psychology. He further showed the relevance
of the data to ethnology, describing the similarities
between children’s and premodern human’s under-
standing of physics and worldview, logic and
causality, conceptual realism and magic. Haber-
mas (1976) had already applied some of this re-
search to sociological theory. Ibarra (2007) recon-
structed the Maya culture in terms of developmen-
tal psychology, Brunner-Traut (1996) did the same
regarding ancient Egyptian culture, Radding
(1985) regarding the culture of the European Mid-
dle Ages, Gablik (1976) regarding the history of
arts, and LePan (1989) regarding the history of
English literature. Piaget (1975/VIII–X; Piaget
and Garcia 1989) reconstructed the history of sci-
ences in terms of developmental psychology, de-
scribing that the inventors of rational science dur-
ing the 17th century were the first to establish the
formal operational stage, while medieval philoso-
phy and science corresponded to the lower stages
only.

3 Modgil and Modgil (1976/VIII); Oesterdiekhoff (2013a, b,
2009, 2011, 2012, 2016b, c).
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The whole history of humankind can only be un-
derstood in terms of developmental psychology.
The premodern history of science, philosophy,
worldview, religion, law, politics, morals, man-
ners, lore, etc., originates in the lower psychologi-
cal stages. Moreover, even the history of popula-
tion growth, economy, and society is understand-
able only against the knowledge developmental
psychology provides. The establishment of the
fourth stage of human development, the evolution
of the formal operations, caused the era of En-

lightenment with its criticism of slavery and pun-
ishment law, superstition and magic, and with its
creation of the ideas of democracy, constitutional
state, liberty rights, and humanism. It caused sci-
ences, humanism, democracy, industrial economy,
the supremacy of the Western culture, and the
origination of modern, industrial society.4

4 Oesterdiekhoff (2013a, 2014, 2015a, 2011); Habermas
(1976); Piaget (1975/X).

Table 1: Stages of Development

Sensorymotor stage
0–2 years of age

Mammal societies Speechless intelligence

Preoperational stage
2–6 or 8 years

Premodern societies,
especially nature peo-
ples

Conceptual or nominal realism
Magical beliefs and practices
Belief in metamorphosis
Non-conservation of physical entities such as length, volume,
number, etc.
Animism, personification of objects
Belief in ghosts, witches, etc.
Belief in myths and legends
Strong religiousness
Belief in immanent justice and adherence to objective responsi-
bility
Support of severe forms of punishment
Authoritarian forms of social relations
Egocentrism of mind and behavior
Kohlbergian moral stage 1

Concrete operational stage
6–12 years

Premodern societies,
including the educat-
ed classes of the an-
cient and medieval
civilizations, and
some milieus in early
modern societies

No understanding of syllogisms and logical deductions
First logical classifications
Decrease but no annihilation of the preoperational characteristics
mentioned
Strong religiousness
Kohlbergian moral stage 2

Formal operational stage
Substage A
10–15 years

Modern societies Disappearance of the phenomena of the two earlier stages men-
tioned
Development of self-reflexivity, of combinatorial, systematic, ex-
perimental abilities, and of hypothetico-deductive conclusions
Replacement of the magical-animistic by empirical-causal cat-
egories
Disenchantment of worldview
Decline of religion and rise of agnosticism
Enlightenment and emergence of humanism, rise of the humane
forms of punishment
Rise of democracy and civil society
Kohlbergian moral stages 3 and 4

Formal operational stage
Substage B
15–25 years

Some percentages of
people in the currently
most advanced na-
tions

Abilities to understand theories
Democracy, civil society, liberty rights develop higher
Humanism and pacifism are strongly supported
Breakthrough of agnosticism and atheism
Kohlbergian moral stage 5 (and 6)
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Human Development, Culture, and History

However, the article here deals only with the
demonstration of the explanatory power of devel-
opmental psychology to the understanding of the
physical world among premodern peoples or folk
societies. There are many studies that have already
shown that premodern peoples understand nature
and physics, causality and chance, movements and
force, physical entities such as mass, volume,
weight, space, time, etc. according to the preoper-
ational or concrete operational stages. The similar-
ities do not only concern general understandings
of nature such as animism and magic but also fun-
damental notions such as the understanding of the
movements of clouds or projectiles, waves and
winds, or the perception of pictures, perspectives
or shadows (Hallpike 1979; Oesterdiekhoff 2009,
2011, 2015d, c, 2016e, c). The similarities cover
the whole range of mind and reason, down to the
smallest details such as shadows.

Psychogenesis of the Understanding of
Shadows

During the first decade of life, there are four
stages of the understanding of shadows identifi-
able (Piaget 1969: 180–194; 1975/VI: 232–248).
During the first stage, typical for children around
five years of age, children explain shadows as be-
ing made by two factors collaborating. On the one
side, a shadow emanates from the object as a be-
ing that leaves the object, as a ghost who leaves a
body, or as a person who leaves a house. Thus,
shadows are seen as parts of the object nearby, as
effluvium or emanation, or as a double of the ob-
ject. A shadow a person casts on the ground is an
ingredient part of the person himself, it is depen-
dent and independent alike, material and immate-
rial alike, and it is a being alive, something like a
ghost. A shadow is a substance, a material being,
and not the mere absence of light. Even the dark
color of the shadow does not come from the mere
absence of light but from dark matter. On the other
side, the same shadow comes from the surround-
ings, from the trees nearby, from the roofs nearby,
from the furniture nearby, from the clouds or the
night.

Gall (5;0) What makes this shadow? – The sky. – How?
– Because it is night. [Gall points to the shadow.] – But
where does this shadow come from? – From the book. –
And how is the shadow of the book made? – From the
sky… Roc (6;6) [We then make a shadow with a pocket-

book.] Where does this shadow come from? – It comes
from the sky. – Is there shadow there? [In our open hand]
– No. – And there? [under the hand and putting the hand
on the table]. – Yes. – Where does it come from? – From
the sky. – What is the shadow made of? – Of the trees
(Piaget 1969: 182).

This double causation is typical for physical ex-
planations of children generally. Children at this
stage likewise explain movements generally by
the composition of an internal and an external mo-
tor. The cloud makes wind by its movement that
enhances its movement; every projectile flies on
its own will and strength, thus making wind,
which supports its flight. Double causation, made
by the object and its surrounding alike, also covers
the explanation of the origination of shadows.

During the second stage, with 6 or 7 years, the
idea of double causation and of mystical participa-
tion between the nearby and distant shadow col-
lapses. From now on shadows solely emanate
from objects nearby and not from distant sur-
roundings, too. Shadows are doubles of objects
only.

Leo (7) How is that? – It is because all the steps you
make, the person on the ground always follows your feet.
– Why? – Because it is the model of the person. – …
When it is night, does he make one too? – He makes
one, then but you don’t see it because it’s night. – How
do we make one? – You make it when you walk, because
every step you make, it follows us behind. – Why does it
follow us? – Because it is the person who makes it on
the ground. – But how can the person do that? – He
walks. – Where does the shadow come from? – It comes
out of the person, we have a shadow inside us (Piaget
1969: 186f.).

During the third stage, with 8 years roughly, the
child starts understanding the relation existing be-
tween shade and light. The child sees that the
shadow falls on the opposite side of the light
source, with the object amidst. However, the child
of the third stage still does not understand the na-
ture of shadows, the physical link between light
and object, that is, shadows as resulting from the
absence of light in consequence of physical hin-
drances. He still does not understand shadows as
absence of light but as emanations or substances.
Thus, he still believes that objects throw shadows
even at night. Therefore, he explains the place of
the shadow opposite to the light source by the in-
ternal will of the shadow. The shadow wants to go
there where darkness waits, or it flees from the
light, or it is driven away like a dog by an angry
man. Only from the beginning of the fourth stage,
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with ten years of age, (modern) children under-
stand that shadows are not substances, beings, and
emanations but mere absence of light in conse-
quence of hindrances.

For during the early stages shadow is held to be
a substance which travels about, which accumu-
lates at certain points, and which is often thought
to be alive and conscious. During the subsequent
stages, shadow is still regarded as a fluid which
emanates from the objects themselves. It is only
once the necessity for a luminous source has been
noticed that the substantialist explanation, having
become useless, is replaced by the correct expla-
nation (Piaget 1969: 191).

The explanation to the children’s ideas has to
refer to children’s still low mental capacity, a low
sense for reality, a low level of attentiveness, and,
coming from this, a low capacity to understand ge-
ometrical relations and physical entities. It would
not be enough to refer only to children’s still low
knowledge of geometrical relations or to their
prevalent magical-animistic ideas. “For to explain
the phenomenon of shadows is, at bottom, to rely
upon judgments of geometrical relations; it is to
place oneself in imagination behind the object
which acts as a screen and to grasp the fact that
from that position the light is hidden. As soon as
you have succeeded in handling these relations of
perspective, you will understand why shadows
vary in shape and orientation according to the po-
sition of the source of light, and in this way alone,
the substantialist explanation will be rendered use-
less. To explain a shadow is therefore to ascertain
by means of the logic of spatial relations to what
extent you can or cannot see the light if you walk
round the object, which acts as a screen. The ex-
planation of shadows is purely geometrical” (Pi-
aget 1969: 191f.). However, the understanding of
the geometrical relations is only the culmination
point but not the single explanation basis. This is
the complete anthropological or psychological
stage the child stays upon, that is, his complete
psyche and nature. Children’s low sense for reali-
ty, low level of attentiveness, his scanty causality
categories, and his mystical and animistic ideas al-
together account to the phenomenon, that is, his
whole psychological nature causes the understand-
ing of shadows.

Overall, (modern) children by their ninth year
understand shadows as substantial parts of bodies,
while their rational understanding only appears
with children aged 9 years and older, when they
come close to the fourth stage of human develop-
ment, the formal operational stage. As premodern
peoples do not develop the fourth stage of human

development, it is expectable that their under-
standing of shadows resembles the one children
have. In fact, premodern shadow understandings
match to the stages 1–3 described, children have
aged 5–8.

The Understanding of Shadows among
Premodern Peoples

Primitive peoples usually explain that their shad-
ows are a part of their personality or individuality,
are their soul or their emanation. “The shadow es-
sentially belongs to a person or object. Therefore,
the shadow has the same power as the person or
can suffer the same amount as the person does”
(Bieler 1987: 127, transl. by G. O.). These peoples
think that the shadow they cast is their soul, ghost,
or life principle. Thus, they really think that the
ghost or soul is visible and material, a real sub-
stance. On the other hand, they do not think that
the shadow or the soul is only matter and beyond
that is nothing. They neither have any idea of pure
matter nor the idea of pure soul or ghost as some-
thing completely immaterial and invisible. As
children, premodern peoples conceive matter as
animistic and alive, while conversely they recog-
nize soul, mind, and psyche as material and sub-
stantial. Both groups do not discriminate mind and
matter, soul and substance, psyche and physis,
idea and fact, subject and object according to the
way adolescents do when staying on the formal
operational stage, and accordingly, the way West-
ern philosophy and science is used to do since
Descartes with his sharp and historically new dis-
tinction between res cogitans and res extensa.5
Therefore, both children and premodern peoples
believe in the material form of souls and ghosts.
Thus, they really believe that shadows are their
souls, their doubles, and their life principles, visi-
ble and material. Conversely, both groups do not
regard shadows as matter only because they have
no idea of matter only, of dead matter, and of dead
things. Therefore, both groups neither regard
shadows as mere absence of light nor as dead sub-
stance but as the material and visible appearance
of a soul or a ghost. Thus, both groups regard
shadows as mystical beings.6

Of course, this does not mean that the shadow is
seen as the single appearance of the soul. It is only
one form or one manifestation of the soul or the

5 Lévy-Bruhl (1930: 126); Piaget (1959); Oesterdiekhoff
(2013a: 129–138, 276–281).

6 Lévy-Bruhl (1930: 134, 139); von den Steinen (1894: 364);
Piaget (1959, 1969).
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life principle of the person. Ethnology has shown
that premodern ideas regarding the soul are nu-
merous, contradictious, and unsystematic. For ex-
ample, premodern peoples also believe that their
souls exist twofold, both in themselves and in cer-
tain animals, which are seen as doubles, a belief,
widespread in totemic religions right across the
premodern world (Lévy-Bruhl 1930: 145, 158).
However, the shadow is a part of the person, one
manifestation of the soul, often the most important
one, inseparable from the inner core of the indi-
vidual. In any case, there is a strong mystical par-
ticipation between shadow and person. The human
body and its shadow are two parts of the same in-
dividual or two kinds of manifestation of the per-
son (Lévy-Bruhl 1930: 154f.). Primitive mentality
takes it for granted that the same person can be
multiplied in two, three, or more appearances.
However, even if a person is manifested in numer-
ous appearances, it is nevertheless only one person
indivisible (Lévy-Bruhl 1930: 156, 133, 143).

Numerous forms of superstition in premodern
societies come from this mystical and substantial
interpretation of shadows. Right across the conti-
nents, it was believed that sickness is a weakness
of the shadow, while death implies a loss of the
shadow. Conversely, a sick person casting a long
shadow may expect a soon and complete recovery
(Bieler 1987: 133). Many premodern peoples
avoid passing a lake where their bodies could cast
shadows on the water’s surface because they be-
lieve that the lake could pull their shadows or their
souls beneath the water so that they would die.
The same superstition is held regarding some
rocks or woods.7 For example, some stones on the
Banks Islands were called “eating ghosts.” It was
believed that the ghosts living in the stones pull
out the souls of the shadows cast by people going
by so that their fate is sealed (Frazer 1977/I: 278).
Or some people believe that witches can steal
shadows so that the bereaved persons lose their
souls and have to die.

Generally, it was held across the continents and
cultures that damages affected to the shadows
could damage the person (Lévy-Bruhl 1930: 140).
This behavior reminds to present-day customs of
younger children who try to beat or to catch their
own shadow or that of others. Some games of
children concern the tries to step on other chil-
dren’s shadows and those who are hit at first lose
the game (Bieler 1987: 129). For example, it was
believed in India, Europe, and elsewhere that

7 Lévy-Bruhl (1930: 134); Codrington (2012: 176); Frazer
(1977/I: 281).

pricking a shadow with a knife or a sword could
hurt the owner of the shadow (Frazer 1977/I: 278).
The punishment law of medieval Europe knew the
punishment of shadows as representatives of their
owners. For example, medieval German law, e. g.,
the customary law fixed in the Sachsenspiegel, the
Saxon law book, ordered that convicted free per-
sons, who were charged by unfree persons, should
be punished by the unfree persons who then beat
the shadows of the culprits (Bieler 1987: 128f., fn.
28; citing von Künßberg 1925: 113f.).

Near the equator, objects and persons do not
cast shadows during the middle of the day. There-
fore, there have been superstitions in this world re-
gion that persons do not leave their home or that
they hesitate crossing places during this time. It
was believed, that without their shadow or their
soul they are unprotected or doomed to die (Frazer
1977/I: 280). In ancient China, it was custom that
the bystanders of a burial were cautious that their
shadow did not fall into the coffin or the grave-
yard in order to prevent the loss of their shadow
and their life (Frazer 1977/I: 278).

In Romania and Greece one hundred years ago,
it was custom to catch shadows and bury them un-
der a new house that was going to be built. The
house builders measured the length of a shadow of
a person and made a hole for the shadow under the
new house. Therefore, people passing a building
site heart the warning “Take care that they do not
catch your shadow.” In Southeast Europe at that
time, there were shadow traders who sold shadows
to architects in order to supply them with shadows
needed for house building. Obviously, these cus-
toms paralleled the customs to kill and bury chick-
ens or lambs for the same reasons, likewise usual
in these regions at that time. Both customs, to take
shadows of humans and real animals as sacrifices
to houses, have replaced ancient customs that
practized the killing of real humans for the build-
ing of new houses. It was believed, that these sac-
rifices would secure the support of the gods re-
garding the stability of the house’s architecture
(Frazer 1977/I: 280f.; Tylor 1871).

Furthermore, in Italy some generations ago, it
was believed that a step on a child’s shadow could
prevent him from growing further (Bieler 1987:
128). More, it was assumed that the shadow of
valuable persons or objects could bring health and
luck. For example, the shadow of some trees or
bushes was held to be able protecting against
witches or sicknesses (Bieler 1987: 130). Con-
versely, the shadows of trees that were considered
as being harmful can make humans sick (Bieler
1987: 131). People in China or some Slavic na-
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tions surmised that oracles basing upon the scruti-
ny of the movements of a shadow could predict
the destiny of the person related to the shadow
(Bieler 1987: 134).

Conclusions

Overall, right across the continents and cultures,
premodern people believed shadows are emana-
tions of persons and objects themselves. They
took shadows as manifestations and appearances
of persons and objects, as their souls and their
doubles. They had a mystical interpretation of
shadows and understood them as the visible part
of a person’s soul. The deep cultural rooting of
these beliefs is proven by their practical conse-
quences. Therefore, also ancient penal laws based
some of their regulations and procedures upon this
mystical understanding such as the existence of
shadow traders, the custom of burial of shadows,
and the avoidance patterns regarding shadows. All
this proves the fact that premodern humankind had
a mystical understanding of shadows.

It is obvious that children’s understanding of
shadows described by Piaget completely match to
the premodern understanding of shadows. There is
a point-to-point correspondence between chil-
dren’s understandings of shadows and that of pre-
modern cultures. Moreover, the description made
by Piaget is more exact than that of ethnographers
and historians. Further, developmental psychology
delivers a full explanation to the primitive beliefs.
It explains the cognitive and psychological mech-
anisms that create the primitive belief systems. It
describes the children’s incapacity to understand
the role of geometrical relations, the ignorance of
the nature of shadows as mere absence of light,
the low attentiveness of children, the animistic and
magical tendencies of children, etc., all account-
able to the phenomenon. Developmental psychol-
ogy explains further the four stages of shadow un-
derstanding ranging from the most primitive level
to the rational and objective level of understand-
ing. Therefore, developmental psychology deliv-
ers not only a fuller description than ethnography
does but still more a full explanation of the phe-
nomenon. Ethnography and historical research can
only contribute descriptions of the phenomenon.
They neither can explain why premodern peoples
believed in these mystical ideas nor why modern
peoples surmounted them. Developmental psy-
chology, however, is able to explain why premod-
ern peoples adhered to these beliefs and why mod-
ern humankind eradicated them.

Moreover, ethnography could describe that pre-
modern humankind had a mystical understanding
of shadows but not that this mystical belief also
rooted in simple misunderstandings of geometrical
relations and in ignorance of the nature of shad-
ows as mere absence of light. Thus, the ethno-
graphic method was unable to answer to the
question whether the mystical ideas would exist
next to a properly physical understanding of shad-
ows, or rather in consequence of a lack of their
physical understanding. However, developmental
psychology can answer to this question. It has
shown that whenever a human being has sur-
mounted the mystical and substantial understand-
ing of shadows he only then has won the right
physical understanding, while the lack of the
physical understanding is always accompanied
by the mystical and substantial interpretation.
Therefore, it is absolutely clear that premodern
humans who shared the mystical interpretation
also shared the ignorance regarding the physical
and geometrical relations. Overall, developmental
psychology alone, not ethnography, can gain a full
understanding of the depth and the scope of the
phenomenon.

It is evident that some scientists, engineers, and
architects in ancient times already stood on the
fourth stage of shadow understanding. It is also
clear that many premodern people still stood on
the first stage, even in China during the 19th cen-
tury. One of the most famous examples well
known in ethnology was given by De Groot
(1910). A long shadow thrown by a passing coach
was understood as a promise to Chinese fishermen
that they would catch many a fish the other day.
The shadow of today was seen as cast by the fish
net full of fish tomorrow. This is an example of
the parallel existence of a close and a distant caus-
er to a single shadow, typical for the first stage.

Modern children between their ages 5–8 have
the same understandings of shadows as greater
parts of the premodern humankind right across the
continents from the Stone Ages up to the end of
the premodern world. Some examples above men-
tioned even concern European traditions and cus-
toms as they still existed around 1900. As in the
previous chapters of the article described, premod-
ern peoples have understandings of nature and
world, physics and cosmos, space and time,
causality and logic that completely match to pre-
operational and concrete operational stages, that
is, to children’s ideas below their tenth year of life.
Therefore, the result of this article on shadows
cannot surprise anymore, but matches to the over-
all understandings of physics in the premodern
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world, as it is documented by the developmental
researches related.

The preoperational or concrete operational un-
derstanding of shadows is not a module separable
from the entire psyche of the human being. It
rather reflects not only the complete understand-
ing of physics but also the complete understanding
of the world, including its social, moral, political,
and religious dimensions. It reflects the whole
psychological or anthropological stage of the hu-
man being. Children and premodern human beings
not only share their understanding of world and
physics; they share their whole psychological life
and their nature. They share, as being mentioned
above, their stages and structures (their qualitative
development) but differ in their experience and
knowledge (their quantitative development).

A single phenomenon, small and immaterial as
the phenomenon of the understanding of shadows
really is or might appear, suffices to evidence the
equation premodern man = child + greater life ex-
perience and suffices to evidence that develop-
mental psychology bases ethnology and all other
historical disciplines. The sober scrutiny of this
single phenomenon is sufficient to show that the
human disciplines generally and ethnology specif-
ically have lost ground over the past 40 years in
consequence of their adherence to the wrong ide-
ologies “cultural relativism” and “universalism of
mind.” It is evident that the great prewar tradi-
tions, such as those of the British school (Tylor,
Frazer, etc.), the French school (Lévy-Bruhl), and
other research traditions basing upon developmen-
talism, were much superior to the currently pre-
vailing relativistic positions taken for granted by
the majority of present-day social scientists for du-
bious ideological and political reasons. This article
shows how social sciences can surmount the intel-
lectual desert with this regard of the past 40 years
and can rehabilitate formerly great traditions and
advance beyond them alike.
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